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Partial Transcript

"What was your family life growing up?"

"Well, the most important thing was…"

"At one point or another I started organizing for the farm workers - for Cesar…"

"Well, it helped, y'know, I wasn't going to school anymore..."

"What were your contributions to the origins of the school…"

"I see the need for the school but I think the world has changed."

"What problems did you face as it was being built or as it was coming together?"

"So, what led you to become President of the Board at MCC district?"

"What advice would you give to the students of today?"

"So what would you want your leagcy to be?"
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Synopsis

Sen. Gutierrez reminisces about his childhood and the town he grew up in 

Sen. Gutierrez shares his response to how Phoenix differed from his home town, and what the city was like upon his arrival

Sen. Gutierrez elaborates on the strike he led at ASU

Sen. Gutierrez explains how he go into pursuing legislative action

Sen. Gutierrez explains his contributions towards the origins of South Mountain Community College

Sen. Gutierrez address his views on the demand for SMCC, and some problems it is facing today

Sen. Gutierrez elaborates further on issues that came with building a community college in South Phoenix

Sen. Gutierrez shares his experiences as president of the board including what led him there, challenges he's face and his achievements while on the Board

Sen. Gutierrez provides his insight to South Mountain's current students, and what he wants to see for SMCC in the near future

Sen. Gutierrez explains his views on legacies, and shares his views on the matter
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GPS Coordinates

Miami, Arizona: 33.3992° N, 110.8687° W

Phoenix Union High School Dsitrict: 33.3972° N, 112.0953° W

ASU tempe: 33.4242° N, 111.9281° W

N/A

SMCC: 33.3818° N, 112.0322° W

N/A

Laveen: 33.3628° N, 112.1693° W

N/A

N/A

N/A


